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CiDRA Minerals Processing Inc. Expanding Service and Support in 
Australia 

Appoints Technical Director for Asia Pacific 
 

 
 
Melbourne, Australia and Wallingford, CT – July 11, 2017: CiDRA Minerals Processing has 

recently announced the appointment of Aaron Thomas as Technical Director for Australia. 

CiDRA has created the role to ensure it strengthens its technical expertise in Australia, in 

response to the growing demand for CiDRA’s SONARtrac® and CYCLONEtrac ™ process 

monitoring and optimisation systems. Utilising these technology platforms, Aaron’s charter is to 

focus on process optimisation services for the minerals processing industry to address several 

key initiatives of operators: enhanced recovery, asset availability, service and support.  

 

Aaron brings with him over 15 years of experience in applying industrial sensors to minerals 

processing industries to develop real time monitoring and control that quantifies and captures 

lost revenue opportunity due to process variations. As a Chemical Engineer with a broad range of 

commercial experience from the various managerial roles that he served throughout his career, 

Aaron will help support and grow the depth and breadth of CiDRA’s products and services. 

Based out of Melbourne, he will work closely with David Roberts, Director Asia Pacific and will 

be key to CiDRA’s expanded service and support business. 

 

“We are extremely pleased and excited to have Aaron join the team”, said David Roberts, 

Director of Asia Pacific, also based out of Melbourne. “His experience and track record for 

managing and expanding product and services for enhanced recovery and efficiencies will enable 

CiDRA to deliver unprecedented asset and process optimisation services to our customers”  

“Aaron, together with David, will continue to build upon a service culture that creates and 

enhances relationships, and adds quantifiable value for our customers”, said John Viega, Vice 

President of CiDRA Global Sales and Services. 
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Aaron’s new contact information, should you like to reach him:  

Aaron Thomas 
Technical Director - Australia 
Tel: +61 418 849 961      
Email: athomas@cidra.com     
 

 SONARtrac and CYCLONEtrac are trademarks of CiDRA. 

Additional information about CiDRA can be found at www.cidra.com.  

Contacts: Ruth O’Connell      
  CiDRA Corporate Services    
  203-626-3568 (office)     
  roconnell@cidra.com 
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